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ABSTRACT

Efficient HVAC Systems like Radiant Heating and Cooling have widespread usage in Europe, however their application in North America is still limited, sometimes due to the notion that they are too complex to control or that they have a significant cost premium. We have consistently challenged this notion by identifying opportunities to integrate innovative radiant systems cost effectively in projects.

Radiant heating and cooling systems take advantage of water’s ability to transfer larger amounts of energy in a smaller space than air to provide energy savings, and reduced HVAC equipment footprint in diverse building types. These systems control surface temperatures within a space, providing enhanced comfort when compared to traditional all-air systems.

Radiant systems actually offer unique construction benefits that can keep costs down; there are numerous opportunities in retrofit and new construction projects. The ability to adapt to a small floor to floor height can make radiant systems an extremely viable design solution in existing buildings; it can also keep a new construction project within its set budget or provide additional leasable space within the same building volume.

Further, a properly designed radiant system can provide low-maintenance and high-comfort performance. It is critical to select the appropriate configuration for the application at hand whether it is a radiant slab, a chilled ceiling, an exposed panel system or radiant tubes embedded in a composite metal deck. Early-phase finite element analysis and comfort simulation can help inform radiant system selection by ensuring a system’s ability to meet necessary loads and maintain desired thermal parameters while meeting design aesthetics and first cost goals; later phase detailed energy modeling can help fine tune control strategies that reduce energy and provide focused conditioning for continuous comfort throughout the building.

Through multiple case studies the presenters will share how they have been able to integrate innovative radiant system design options that enhance comfort and reduce operating costs while meeting project budget requirements.
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